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EUR/USD challenges the 1.1150 

handle! 

The Fiber came under pressure and tumbled 

lower than the 1.1150 support zone, levels 

not seen since May 31. The Fiber risks 

falling close to the 1.1100 should Eurozone 

data scheduled for release today print a 

sour reading. Recently, EU data has been 

underperforming relative to expectations 

and could in turn fuel rate cut expectations 

ahead of the ECB rate decision this week. 

As was widely expected, B. Johnson became 

the elected one to replace Theresa May as 

the next PM of the UK. This has accentuated 

the fears of a hard Brexit, given he has 

repeatedly insisted the UK must leave the 

EU on October 31, with or without a deal. 

Meanwhile, the cable fell to 1.2420 region. 

Elsewhere, the USD surged on positive 

trade-related development. 

Switching to commodities, gold prices rose, 

moving away from a one-week low touched 

in the previous session, as escalating 

tensions in the Middle East drove investors 

towards the safe-haven metal. Oil prices 

edged higher, extending gains as rising 
tensions with Iran fueled concerns about 

supply disruptions and as US inventory data 

showed a much bigger than expected crude 

stockpiles. 

 

 

 

The US dollar gains across the board! 

The US dollar gained ground, trading on 36.55 

at the offer side against the rupees and 

weakened EUR/MUR. On the international 

platform, the dollar gained ahead of heavy 

data across the board today. 

The Euro slipped by 17 cents to 1.1143 on 

Wednesday, as markets waited to gauge the 

ECB’s stance on lowering the interest rates 

tomorrow. 

The Cable currently struggling at 1.2434 as 

the US dollar reasserted itself and amid Boris 

Johnson’s election to lead the Conservative 

Party and the country. 

The USD/JPY remain trapped to 108.15 backed 

by resurgent demand for the greenback, along 

with a recovery in US government bond yields 

The S. Africa’s Rand firmed early on 

Wednesday at 13.9398 ahead of consumer 

inflation data, and a bailout for power firm 

Eskom that could add pressure to the 

country’s finances. 
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Domestic Markets 

 

 

There are six types of 

elections in the United 

Kingdom: elections to the 

House of Commons of the 

United Kingdom, 

elections to devolved 

parliaments and 

assemblies, elections to 

the European Parliament, 

local elections, mayoral 

elections and Police and 

Crime Commissioner 

elections. 

F rance Sun 14

JP Y M o n15

C C Y H o lidays- Jul 19

Economic Data Scheduled Today 

 

Did you know?  

FI & MM 

Global Markets 

 

The central bank will hold the auction for the 15-year Government of Mauritius Bonds today for a 

nominal amount of MUR 1,500 Mio. To note that, we still have no visibility on the issuance calendar. 

The interbank money market still remains quite liquid as supported by scarce transactions on the 

market. 
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Country Data Time Prior Expected

USA New Home Sales 18:00

USA Crude oil inventories 18:00
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